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Dead air 2.1 Methane means methane

Vocabulary

Match the following words to their definitions:

Market Testing (n/v)  Outburst (n)         Horrendous (adj)                        
Sitcom (n)  To speak out (phv)        Launch (v)

1. A comedy TV show format written around a comic situation
2. The act of beginning something
3. Something is truly terrible or unpleasant
4. An explosion of angry words
5. A process to confirm the economic viability of a product
6. To talk publicly on a controversial or previously secret topic 

Listening Comprehension
Listen to the podcast in full and answer the questions in both exercise 1 & 2

1. Listen to the podcast. Are the following sentences true or false? Write T or F

1. Ben & Merrick enjoyed the Male Gymnastics
2. Olympic swimmers in 2016 were all using acupuncture
3. The two Ronnies performed the Parrot Sketch 
4. Ben is a massive fan of Leonardo De Caprio
5. Claire has seen 'The Revenant' 
6. Merrick is aware of wildlife population movements

Listen to the Podcast. Who says what? Write M for Merrick, C for Claire or B for 
Ben. There may be more than one possible answer.

Who...

1. was confused about the death of the first Ronnie?
2. is excited about the prospect of a Eurovision Bulldog broadcast?
3. has played Pokemon Go?
4. is decidedly unimpressed by wind power?
5. was surprised by finishing so quickly? 
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Discussion

1. Which celebrity death has had the most impact on you?
2. Do you think the money spent on sports training for the Olympics is a good way to 

spend tax payers money?
3. Have you ever played Pokemon Go? Did it distract you from real life? 

Writing

Write an email to your friend in England explaining the typical Christmas traditions in your 
country (140-190 words)

Exam Practice

2016 has been a year of extraordinary political conflict. How do you feel the year will be 
remembered?

Follow the link to watch “The Lost Clauses” music video reviewing the year
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBloUKppwoE
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